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The Avid Handbook: Advanced Techniques, Strategies, and Survival Information for Avid Editing Systems, 5th EditionFocal Press, 2008
"The Avid Handbook has always been an useful supplement to Avid's own excellent manuals. Greg Staten's latest edition introduces readers to the inner workings, tips, tricks and hidden techniques behind Avid's newly updated Media Composer 3.0 software. Avid's manuals can teach you the right buttons to push, but Staten takes you further into the...
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Marketing to the Social Web: How Digital Customer Communities Build Your BusinessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
An updated and expanded Second Edition of the popular guide to social media for the business community    

    Marketers must look to the Web for new ways of finding customers and communicating with them, rather than at them. From Facebook and YouTube to blogs and Twitter-ing, social media on the Internet is the most promising new way to...
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Handbook of Spanish Language MediaRoutledge, 2009
With the rise of Spanish language media around the world, no reference work is available that provides an overview of the field or its emerging issues. The Handbook of Spanish Language Media is intended to fill that need. The goal is to establish a Handbook that will become the definitive source for scholars interested in this...
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Android Apps Marketing: Secrets to Selling Your Android App (Que Biz-Tech)Que, 2010

	The Easy, Complete, Step-by-Step Guide to Marketing Your Android Apps!


	There are huge profits to be made in selling Android apps! But with more than 70,000 apps now available, posting your app to the Android Market is no longer enough. You need to market your app effectively....
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Drupal 6: Ultimate Community Site GuideSun Flare Ltd, 2010

	A large number of screenshots will guide the reader through the process of setting up a community site with the Drupal 5 or 6 framework. A number of popular topics, such as pro?les, picture and video galleries, maps, messaging, groups, friends etc are discussed. Drupal is one of the best content management systems (CMS) around. In fact, it...
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ePublishing with InDesign CS6: Design and produce digital publications for tablets, ereaders, smartphones, and moreSybex, 2012

	Here's the designer's guide to creating excellent e-books with InDesign


	Creative professionals are designing more and more e-books and e-zines as digital publishing increasingly gains market share. This book pulls together a wide range of essential information to help them maximize the versatility of InDesign for...
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Think Like Zuck: The Five Business Secrets of Facebook's Improbably Brilliant CEO Mark ZuckerbergMcGraw-Hill, 2012

	Wall Street Journal Bestseller


	Make Your Mark in the World with the Five Success Principles of the World-Changing Social Media Site


	If Facebook were a country, it would be the third largest in the world.

	Facebook accounts for one of every seven minutes spent online.
...
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Practical Data AnalysisPackt Publishing, 2013

	Transform, model, and visualize your data through hands-on projects, developed in open source tools


	Overview

	
		Explore how to analyze your data in various innovative ways and turn them into insight
	
		Learn to use the D3.js visualization tool for exploratory data analysis
	...
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Peopleware: Productive Projects and Teams (3rd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2013

	“Peopleware has long been one of my two favorite books on software engineering. Its underlying strength is its base of immense real experience, much of it quantified. Many, many varied projects have been reflected on and distilled; but what we are given is not just lifeless distillate, but vivid examples from...
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Dissecting the Hack: The V3rb0t3n NetworkSyngress Publishing, 2015

	Dissecting the Hack: The V3rb0t3n Network ventures further into cutting-edge techniques and methods than its predecessor, Dissecting the Hack: The F0rb1dd3n Network. It forgoes the basics and delves straight into the action, as our heroes are chased around the world in a global race against the clock. The danger they face will...
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Cellular Automata and Discrete Complex Systems: 19th International Workshop, AUTOMATA 2013, Gießen, Germany, September 14-19, 2013, Proceedings (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2013

	The volume LNCS 8155 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 19th International Workshop on Cellular Automata and Discrete Complex Systems, AUTOMATA 2013, held in Giessen, Germany, in September 2013. The 8 papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 26 submissions. The scope of the workshop spans the following areas the...
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Practical Guide to Salesforce Communities: Building, Enhancing, and Managing an Online Community with Salesforce Community CloudApress, 2018

	
		Whether you are brand new to the world of Salesforce communities or you are looking to take your Community Cloud knowledge to the next level, this detailed guide will help you to build and manage a Salesforce community by leveraging the declarative power of the platform with clicks, not code.

	
		Each Salesforce community is...
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